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ADVANTAGES
of Choosing the

DOC Spinal
Decompression
Table

WHAT IS THE
DOC Spinal
Decompression
Table?

The unique design of the DOC Decompression
table utilizes a stateof-the-art digital command
center for specific vertebral targeting, separate
lumbar and cervical traction programming and
continuous readout and graphing of treatment
protocols. In addition, the digital command
center also controls table elevation at the push
of a button.
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Current patients with
disc-related injuries
can start treatment on
the DOC Decompression
Table right away.
The DOC Decompression Table aims to relieve pain
while producing a healthy healing environment for
bulging, degenerating and herniated discs along
with other spine related injuries and conditions.
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The DOC Spinal Decompression
Table can be used by a variety of
patients.

One-Touch,
Automated
Control
with Digital
Command
Center

• Automated control over elevation
• Specific Vertebral targeting
• Separate lumbar and cervical
decompression programming
• Continuous readout and graphing
of treatment parameters

The 8-inch, full color
screen has a built-in Disc
Angle Level Indicator that
allows you to quickly
target specific vertebral
discs, making treatments
accurate and effective.
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Choose
from preprogrammed
protocols or
create your
own

Get Treatment
Feedback
in Real Time

Make
Treatments
Customizable,
Specific and
Effective

With 6 Legacy and 5 K Pattern preprogrammed decompression protocols,
your table will be ready to treat a wide variety
of patient conditions. For difficult cases and
situations that require advanced treatment, you
also have the ability to create your own fully
customized protocols to best meet the needs of
your patients.

The DOC’s digital display provides you with
real-time graphing of treatments, cycle time
and decompression force. This makes it easier
to adjust treatments and fine tune protocol.
Using a precise load cell and biofeedback
system, your table will continually measure
and respond:
• Decrease spasms
• Promote relaxation
• Encourage higher negative pressures
inside discs

Our custom software allows for quick and
easy fine tuning of:
• Time		
• Angle		
• Relax time

• Force
• Hold time
• Table height
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The DOC Decompression Table offers
optimal patient comfort and safety.

30” W

DOC Table
Specifications

77” L

Table Weight: 520 lbs.
Load Capacity: 350 lbs.
Retracted Length: 77”
Extended Length: 86”
Pelvic cushion width: 27”
Hand pad to hand pad width: 30”
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21” H

The DOC includes the following:
Bolsters and Pillows

The DOC’s knee pillows and arm rests don’t just keep your
table in great shape – they also keep your patients’ hips
in flexion, which can be a huge aid to patients suffering
from certain conditions. Our specially designed head pillow
promotes restoration of the cervical curve while inducing a
relaxed state.

Cervical Headpiece

• Fully adjustable
• Added comfort pads
• More secure (less slipping)
• Increased effectiveness
• Decreases any discomfort during and /or after treatment

Separate Lumbar and Cervical Motors

Instead of using the same traction headpiece to treat both the lumbar and cervical
spine (which requires spinning the patient 180 degrees and puts the patients head
where the previous patients’ feet were), the DOC has separate lumbar and cervical
motors that operate independently, so there is no need to change patient position
when switching from lumbar to cervical. This saves time and increases efficiency.

Keep Patients Safe with Automated Controls

Patient safety always comes first. Every DOC Table includes
a Patient Safety Switch that allows patients to stop the treatment in the event of pain, spasm or discomfort.
All of our tables come with automated computer controls.
You won’t need to worry about pinch points on the table or
tripping on foot pedals.

Effectively Treat Patients of All Sizes
The DOC Spinal Decompression table features a full lumbar harness designed to
make it easy to treat patients of all sizes.
The DOC harness system:
• Is easy to set up
• Treats larger patients
• Saves time
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Treat a
Wider Variety
of Conditions
and More
Difficult
Cases

The DOC Spinal Decompression
Table allows you to treat patients in a
variety of positions making it one of
the most advanced Decompression
Tables on the market.
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Supine Flexion

Great for patients suffering from
conditions where flexion improves
symptoms.

Prone Flexion

The ideal patient position for patients
suffering from symptoms of Spinal
Stenosis.

Supine Extension

The ideal position for older or heavier
patients who can’t tolerate prone
decompression but benefit from extension
with disc herniations or disc bulging.

Prone Extension

The ideal patient position for younger
patients who can tolerate prone positioning
for symptoms of disc herniations and
disc bulges.

Lateral Flexion

Laterally flexing away from a disc
herniation can dramatically help
improve disc herniation outcomes.
It is also effective for symptoms
of antalgic patients.

Rotation

Effective patient position for
antalgic patients.
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The DOC Spinal Decompression
Table allows you to multi-task
and add more patients to your
schedule.
Once treatment is started, it is controlled
digitally. This allows chiropractors to tend
to other patients while a chiropractic
assistant helps with the treatment. This
could potentially allow you to add more
patients to your schedule.
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The ergonomic design of the
DOC Decompression Table
can ease you, your patients
and your bank account.

With a 21-29 inch height range, both clinicians and
patients of all sizes can easily use this table.
Additionally, because of its adjustable design,
the DOC may quality for the Section 44 Tax
Credit (savings up to $5,000) under the Americans
with Disabilities Act. Consult your tax professional.

Minimize
physical and
monetary
stress

“As a financial specialist with more than 10 years of experience, I would
highly recommend chiropractors, physical therapists and medical
doctors to take advantage of the potential thousands of dollars you
could save by optimizing a purchase that qualifies for the ADA Section
44 Tax Credit combined with the Section 179 Equipment depreciation tax
code. IF you are not utilizing these credits and write-offs, you could be
losing out on thousands every year.”
- Emily Blair, Financing Specialist
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Trusted
all over
the world

The DOC Spinal
Decompression Table
can increase the value of
your practice as an added
treatment option.

• FDA Cleared
• EU Certified
• Licensed in Canada

Multiple Color Options to Match Your
Existing Clinic/Equipment
Chose from several different colors to ensure that your table looks
great in your clinic and alongside other equipment.



Blue Ridge

Imperial Blue

Burgundy

Forest

Lark

Putty

Mocha

Dove

Charcoal

Black
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With purchase, DOC Table
owners receive technical
support.
Included with purchase:
• Reference Library, including patient setup
and training materials

Pivotal

PROFESSIONAL

Dr. Brian Self

DOC Decompression

A marketing program and technique training program is also available
through Dr. Brian Self with Decompression Pros (not included).
Visit Dr. Self’s website: www.decompressionpros.com

EDUCATION

BLOG: Why Aren’t You
Offering Decompression
Therapy?

WEBINAR: 6 Things You Must
Know Before Buying a Spinal
Decompression Table

Blogs • Webinars
Ebooks • Infographics
Visit our website for more: phschiropractic.com
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Financing
Available

Financing and Shipping
Options available.
Qualified Applicants can receive the following:
• No payments for 90 days
• 100% financing – equipment, shipping, taxes and more
• Approvals in less than 24 hours
• Low payments, upfront terms
Apply today at one of our Trusted Financing Firms:
• NCMIC – Phone: 877-770-7244
• Bankers Leasing – Phone: 800-926-7239

Shipping
Domestic Shipping

Once you place your order, we will process it the next
business day. If your item is in stock, it will ship within 2
to 3 days of your order. Your shipment options include:
• Dock to dock: The customer is responsible for moving
the item from the delivery truck, either by loading dock
or forklift.
• Curbside: The shipping company will call to confirm
a delivery appointment, and the item will be delivered
at the curb for the customer.
• Inside: The shipping company will call to confirm a
delivery appointment, and the item and pallet will be
delivered inside the front door of your office or practice.
• White glove: Your most convenient option, White Glove
delivery costs only slightly more than Inside delivery. It
includes a phone call to confirm a delivery appointment,
two-man delivery and placement in your room of choice,
as well as unpacking and debris removal.
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Customers are extremely
satisfied with their DOC
Decompression Tables.

“The DOC Decompression
Table has been a huge asset
to my practice.
It has given me leverage I didn’t have before. I am able
to treat patients I otherwise have to refer out as well as
produce results I would not have been able to produce
without the DOC table. It has allowed me to further
grow my practice and stick out in a community.”
- Dr. Kayla in Louisiana

“The table was delivered with the ‘White Glove’ experience so there were
absolutely no worries. I was trained on the same day with all my questions
answered and felt extremely comfortable with everything this amazing table
has to offer.”
- Andrew Kellogg, DC

“I love how there are so many options to position the patient to give them a
comfortable and pain-free experience.”
- Dr. Brent Wall, Chiropractor

“The DOC Spinal Decompression System can
dramatically affect the pain associated with spinal
injuries and conditions. Best of all, it’s the most
comfortable belting system I’ve ever used, making
is easier for you to relax and get more out of the
treatment.”
- Champion Chiropractic

“The DOC cervical is more comfortable and just as effective as my $100,000 table. My
previous DRX9000 cervical decompression table would consistently get comments like
‘it causes my head to go numb, it’s really uncomfortable under my occiput, it gives me
a temporary headache,’ and more. After switching to the DOC Decompression Cervical
table, I have found the DOC cervical to be more comfortable for patients and just as
effective as my $100,000 table.”
- Dr. Brian Self | Phoenix, AZ
“Our office has been very pleased with the DOC Decompression Table.
It’s very user-friendly and comfortable for our patients.”
- Jennifer Dufour, DC
“I absolutely love my decompression
table! The service provided was
exceptional and professional in
every way. They provided amazing
training with my purchase and
I was ready to utilize the table
the very next day with total
confidence.”
- Sarah Little, DC
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